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INT. PPF LAB (PAST-PRESENT-FUTURE-LAB) – NIGHT

Dense FOG. The only thing we hear is the CLICKETY-CLACK of 
knitting needles. Someone takes a DEEP PUFF. EXHALES. And 
sends an enormous SMOKE CLOUD towards us. A DEEP COUGH 
follows. 

NORMA
(smoky deep voice)

Damn cigars.
(coughs again)

That’s all your fault, Honora!

The clickety-clack stops for a moment.

HONORA
I’m just the mouthpiece of the 
universe. 

(dramatically apologetic)
As you know, such decisions are not 
up to me.

NORMA
(sarcastic)

Really?

No answer, only a deeply INSULTED HUMMING, before the 
clickety-clack starts again. 

NORMA (CONT’D)
Are you ready?

No answer. 

NORMA (CONT’D)
Damn it Nora, can you just stop 
playing with the Eye and focus for 
a moment!

We hear a hand clapping (obviously) another hand and a KLONK. 
Something seems to roll away, the sound reminds one of a 
marble.

NORA
(baffled)

Oh, is it already my turn?

NORMA
Didn’t you read the damn script?

NORA
(proud of herself)

It’s the title card, right?



NORMA
(fed up)

Oh, just give it to me!

An elderly hand with extremely long, pink nails emerges out 
of the fog, holding a PIECE of BLACK CARDBOARD towards us.

It says: THE END OF THE BEGINNING

NORMA (CONT’D)
And now push them into the black!

NORA
Into the black, really? Isn’t that 
a bit harsh?

Someone pushes us out of the scene, we drift away. The LIGHT 
FADES, the VOICES slowly MUFFLE.

NORMA
See, it’s just that easy!

(bossy)
And now fade out!

NORA
Do you really think it’s a good 
idea to host this show?

NORMA
We developed this damn thing over 
2000 years, so just let’s do it and 
see what happens. 

(tries to stay calm)
And now for heaven’s sake Nora, 
fade out! 

NORA
You are not in a good mood today –– 
you know you should watch your 
blood pressure.

(unsure)
I have to press here, right?

A tormented sigh.

(FINALLY)FADE 
OUT.
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INT. CAVE – NIGHT

We float in BLACKNESS, our NARRATOR joins in – imagine the 
sophisticated, gentle voice of David Niven reading a bed time 
story.

NARRATOR (V.O)
There are stories you do not talk 
about and there are stories that 
should certainly remain untold. And 
then there are stories that have to 
be told –– at all costs!

CAMERA slowly begins to drift out of the darkness. Faint 
light reveals outlandish partly BIZARRE SHADOWS, fleeting 
across the cold, wet stone walls passing by, while the camera 
moves on. (Note: shadows correspond with creatures we’ll meet 
during the show.) 

NARRATOR(CONT’D)
All started within deepest darkness 
and despair, caused by injustice. 

The outlandish shadows transform into an ANCIENT TEMPLE. Fog 
emerges around the temple –– three WHISPERING SMOKY 
VOICES(Nora, Norma and Honora/ THE NORNS) slowly come 
through, accompanying us from now on.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
And as I tell you this, I assume, I 
have to fear for my life. 

The shadow of a DAINTY WOMAN steps out of the fog, while the 
outline of the temple morphs into its SANCTUARY. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Because this is the kind of story 
that may never be divulged to the 
general public –– under any 
circumstances! But I think you have 
the right to hear it, as it affects 
us all! 

The woman enters the sanctuary. The shadow of a YOUNG MAN 
appears from behind a pillar. An undefined SHADOW erupts out 
of the wall, swallowing the scene in a flash by racing 
towards us, catapulting us right into the next scene with a 
SPINE-CRAWLING SCREAM of DESPAIR and…

EXT. LITTLE’S LAW/ MAIN STREET – NIGHT

… we are spit out into darkness (again), finding ourselves on 
a deserted MAIN STREET. 
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
You may already have noticed that a 
story can have several beginnings 
and not just one. Once they have 
found each other, they unite again, 
as the universe has a certain 
obligation to wholeness.

The COLD OCTOBER WIND blows the CRISP LEAVES along the 
street, which carry along the WHISPERS OF the NORNS. A 
crumpled newspaper passes by. It tells us, it’s the 31st of 
OCTOBER –– but there are no Jack O’Lanterns, no trick-or-
treating –– just emptiness. We encounter a sign that says: 
WELCOME TO LITTLE’S LAW.

NARRATOR
So it was All Hallow’s Eve, some 
call it Samhain, some call it 
Halloween, but one thing was for 
sure –– whatever you may call it, 
it wasn’t welcome here.

A KLONK! Some kind of small ball (THE EYE) jumps out of the 
dark right into our way. The marble-like thing spins around, 
shooting a glance at us, before it rolls ahead. The crisp 
leaves part before it like the Red Sea. As we don’t follow, 
it stops. It glances over its imaginary shoulder, bouncing 
impatiently, signaling us to follow. The camera slides along 
the street –– the Eye leads us, satisfied, along our way. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
And how could it be otherwise, that 
exactly this day marked Catherine 
Victoria Emilia Esmeralda 
Kathstone’s fifteenth birthday –– 
which she had planned quite 
differently. 

We roll along the eerily empty street –– LIGHTNING strikes. 
For a short moment, we catch a glimpse of a RUN-DOWN MANSION 
(C.O.G.) at the end of the street upon a hill. It starts 
raining like someone has pulled the chain. The Eye speeds up, 
water splashes. We fasten up, moving towards the sidewalk. 
The Eye is washed into a gully, while we roll in like a wave 
ashore, stranding in front of LITTLE’S LAW HIGH SCHOOL. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
And it may also be no coincidence 
that John D.C.Little had his most 
important finding on the queuing 
theory at this place. 

We are blinded by LIGHT-BEAMS. The DYING NOISE of an ENGINE. 
The shady outlines of a MORRIS MINOR TRAVELLER 1972.  
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Someone pushes open the door. The collar of the person is 
turned-up, she/he holds a newspaper above her/his head to 
protect from the rain.  She or he hastens up the stairs, 
entering the building.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Probably such a small town was 
perfect for this kind of theory and 
somehow –– and after being stuck in 
a kind of mishaps-queue, it may be 
Kitty’s turn now.

INT. LITTLE'S LAW HIGH SCHOOL/SCHOOL CORRIDOR – NIGHT

A seemingly endless sinister SCHOOL CORRIDOR, filled with the 
unpleasant SOUND of HASTY PACES. Most of the NEON-TUBES are 
off –– there’s just one flickering close to the end, where we 
find a SILHOUETTE, appearing strangely LOST and MISPLACED, 
sitting on a BENCH next to A DOOR –– obviously waiting. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Injustice –– if Kitty hates 
something, it is injustice. A fact, 
getting her into trouble from time 
to time –– well honestly, most of 
the time.

As we move towards the silhouette, someone passes by hastily, 
CASTING A SHADOW along our way. We arrive together, stopping 
in front of the waiting person on the bench that lifts her 
sight.

Meet KITTY KATHSTONE (15, enthralling, rebellious). The first 
thing we encounter, besides her vivid dark hair and her 
unruly bangs, is the black eye that accompanies her vibrant 
mismatched eyes: one green, one blue –– now glancing towards 
the unknown person in front of us. Her kind of failed 
apologetic expression clearly tells that she knows she 
screwed it up (once again) –– but she obviously had no other 
choice. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Today, one could say, they are 
rather bombastic. And would you, 
dear audience, look up the word 
troublemaker in a dictionary, it’s 
more than likely that you find a 
footnote pointing directly into 
Kitty’s direction.
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The partly BIZARRE SHADOW on the wall behind her (strangely 
reminding one of a CAT for a second) tells us that the 
unknown person now faces away from Kitty –– heading towards 
the door next to the bench. 

A KNOCKING.

HEADMASTER (O.S.)
Come in! 

Kitty glances at the door –– as it is closed the SMALL GAP of 
LIGHT, which gently strokes her face, vanishes.

CUT TO

INT. CORRIDOR/ HEADMASTER OFFICE - DAY - FLASHBACK

We stare from a LOW ANGLE at a DOOR –– on its milk glass pan 
written HEADMASTER. We see a SILHOUETTE walking up and down, 
gesticulating vividly –– only stopping for raising the 
forefinger –– pointing directly into Kitty’s direction.

A LITTLE ODD-EYED GIRL with vivid dark hair looks at the door 
–– obviously wondering, what the fuss is all about.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
So yes, I agree –– Kitty has a 
certain talent to get herself in 
trouble ever since. One could say a 
significant stage was already 
reached during kindergarten, when 
she locked up the oldest group in a 
self-made sand-dungeon and released 
them only after they had promised 
to steal the sand toys of the 
youngest group never again.

EXT. SAND-DUNGEON – DAY - FLASHBACK

A GROUP OF CHILDREN locked up in a SAND-DUNGEON.

Kitty stares down on them, handing over a CONTRACT.

EXT./INT. SCHOOL – DAY

A group of TEACHERS and PARENTS search desperately for the 
missing children.  
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EXT. SAND-DUNGEON – DAY - FLASHBACK

The group of children sign the contract.

Kitty destroys the sand-dungeon.

NARRATOR  (CONT’D)
As you can imagine, the whole 
operation caused quite a turmoil. 
In the end Kitty was suspected to 
be responsible, although nobody 
could prove a thing! Well, such a 
sand-dungeon vanishes as quickly as 
it was built! 

(a beat)
Nevertheless Kitty was suspended. 

INT. SCHOOL/ CLASSROOM – DAY - FLASHBACK

The group of the missing children –– (finally) entering class 
–– followed by proud Kitty. In her hands the contract.

A teacher snatches the contract out of Kitty’s hand and pulls 
her out of class.

INT. CORRIDOR/ HEADMASTER OFFICE - DAY - FLASHBACK

Kitty is placed in front of the headmaster’s door. 

An “anonymous” FOREFINGER instructs her to stay exactly where 
she is. Instead listening, Kitty shoots a glance at her 
contract –– it is captivated in a tight grip.

The teacher knocks. The door opens. The contract waves a good 
bye, as it vanishes into the headmaster’s office.

NARRATOR
And as time went by, she was forced 
into the cliché of the "hard-to-
bring-up brat", taking over the 
role of an outsider. After two 
different schools in two different 
towns, where each headmaster opened 
a bottle of Champagne when Kitty 
left, she ended up in Little's Law.

We are back at the little odd-eyed girl –– looking at the 
headmaster’s door, waiting and wondering what the fuss is all 
about.

CUT TO:
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INT. LITTLE'S LAW HIGH SCHOOL/SCHOOL CORRIDOR

Headmaster’s Door. A CHUBBY SILHOUETTE raises his forefinger 
high into the air, before it points in Kitty’s direction.

Kitty averts her gaze from the door, grabbing the ends of her 
OVERSIZED SCARF, which are gemmed with TALISMANS. She rests 
her head against the wall, harrumphing from the bottom of her 
heart, closing her eyes. The neon-tube above her still 
flickers.

KITTY
(mumbling to herself)

I’m such an idiot … a tremendous idiot … 
endlessly tremendous …
Why the hell can’t I stay out of all 
this! 

A GUST pushes open the window. FOLIAGE is blown in. A short 
WHISPER (Note: it’s the Norns). 

Kitty opens her eyes. THREE LEAVES dance right in front of 
her nose. The neon-tube goes off in a second. The leaves 
freeze and fall to the ground in a second. Kitty sits upright 
in less than a second. Carefully observing her surroundings. 

SOUND DROPS –– the NERVOUS BUZZING of a FLY is at the center 
of attention. Kitty shoots a look at the neon-tube. A fly 
crashes against it (although darkened) –– again and again. 

Kitty deeply inhales the air through her nose. Something 
obviously puzzles her. The fly now heads directly towards her 
face. Kitty focuses. Her hand snatches forward. SILENCE. 
Kitty glances disbelievingly at her closed fist. 

The headmaster’s door opens with a BAM! 

The neon-tube flashes on in a second. The SOUND RISES to 
normal in a rush. Kitty opens her fist in shock. The fly 
takes off with a buzz. 

The unknown person leaves the room quickly, hurrying towards 
the entrance. 

Kitty darts a look at the headmaster –– she gets up and 
follows the person. 

The greasy man stands in his doorway –– a smug grin on his 
face, waving good bye.
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EXT. LITTLE'S LAW HIGH SCHOOL – NIGHT

Lashing rain, howling wind. The nearly naked trees cast their 
grotesque shadows along the street. We encounter the Eye, 
spying from behind a trunk. The main doors of the High School 
burst open. The Eye draws instantly back.

The unknown person checks the street carefully –– before he/ 
she rushes downstairs –– heading towards the car, signaling 
Kitty to follow. 

INT. MORRIS MINOR – NIGHT 

Kitty gets in the car, tousling her hair to get it dry. The 
person finally turns down his/her coat-collar. 

Meet EMILIA ESMERALDA KATHSTONE (late-30s), pale, fragile, 
dense, curly red hair, intense emerald green eyes –– at this 
very moment completely broken. 

In an absolutely controlled manner, she turns on the radio 
and takes a deep breath. It plays “Pavane for a dead 
Princess” (Ravel).

Emilia’s eyes fixed forward –– she sits absolutely 
motionless, the driving wheel in a tight grip, obviously 
having an inner struggle. 

Kitty observes her with growing skepticism. 

KITTY
(cautiously, while turning 
down the volume)

Whatever this idiot said, believe 
me, I had to.

Emilia darts a disbelieving look at Kitty, hardening her grip 
around the wheel. 

EMILIA
You had to hoist Bob Burlington on 
the school’s flagpole? 
(a beat)

Written on his underwear: I’m 
screwed, cause I’m a bully? 

Emilia gives Kitty another questioning look. 

Kitty shrugs her shoulders –– a beat, considering what to 
say.
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KITTY
(apologetic/ low voice)

Kind of.

EMILIA
(trying to stay calm)

Tell me, how many times did I beg 
you, to stay out of trouble?

KITTY
(snotty)

He bashed up Tony!
(calmer)

You would have done the same, 
believe me.

EMILIA
No, I wouldn’t –– 

(her eyes shimmering)
–– believe me, I would have done… 
not. 

KITTY
It’s not the end of the world –– I 
just got kicked out of school. 

(trying to downplay it)
That’s it! And just for the record, 
wasn’t it you who warned me of the 
rat race? Maybe I’m just not made 
for the rat race of school, maybe I 
should ––

EMILIA
You don’t understand.

(slightly shakes her head, 
a beat –– then…)

Victoria will come this evening…
(mumbling more to herself) 

…and this time there will be no 
alternative.

(her eyes fill with tears)

Kitty needs a moment to take this in.

KITTY
(incredulous)

Victoria is coming? Why should she 
come? She rarely makes it to my 
birthdays.

Instead of answering, Emilia averts her gaze and presses the 
ignition. The old engine slowly comes to life. 
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KITTY (CONT’D)
(nearly snippy)

Umm … would you mind carrying on 
our conversation? 

Numb Emilia turns the wheel on full lock. Kitty gives her a 
incredulous look, taking this in. The car rolls backwards.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(sarcastic)

Glad we talked this through.

Kitty switches the station –– it plays “One Vision” (Queen). 
She leans her head against the window, the rain still lashes 
against it. Out of the corner of her eye Kitty takes a quick 
glance at Emilia.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(mutters)

Like you always say, a conflict is solved 
by proper communication.

EXT. LITTLE'S LAW STREET – NIGHT

The Morris Minor rolls out of the parking slot –– moving 
backwards towards the CAMERA. The car stops. The BRAKE LIGHTS 
FLASH.

On the rear screen, we read: 

Bumblebee’s Antiquarian Bookshop. 

Whatever you wish for, we summon it!

The car sets off, heading down the Main-Street. We are left 
back alone –– in the middle of this eerie street. 

The Eye wobbles FRAME IN –– fighting the wind, finally 
stopping directly in front of us. Together we watch the car, 
as it is swallowed by the darkness.

CUT TO:

INT. KATHSTONE HOUSE/ KITTY’S ROOM – NIGHT

We find ourselves in a small room under the ATTIC –– only the 
moonshine spends rare light. It looks like a normal TEENAGE 
ROOM –– books, string of lights, gimmicks, posters from 
several musicians (Bowie/ Hendrix/ Queen/ U2/ Lauper/ No 
Doubt, etc.).
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Kitty pushes open the door. She throws her bag into the 
corner, closes the door and leans against it, as she takes in 
a deep breath –– finally turning on the light. She walks over 
to her DESK and carefully inspects her shiner in the MIRROR 
above.

KITTY
(mumbling)

Damn idiot! 
(cautiously palpating)

Ouch! 
(a beat – waiting for the 
pain to ease)

I’ll pay you back, for sure …

Her gaze settles on a PHOTO that is jammed in the mirror 
frame. She pulls it out.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(whispering)

I wish you were here. With you everything 
would be easier … and Mom wouldn’t freak 
out constantly. 

Obviously the photo puts her into a wistful mood.

CUT TO PHOTO

On the photo we see a MAN in his mid-20s. He stands proudly 
in front of the EXCAVATION of a huge TEMPLE COMPLEX. His 
vividly curled, brown hair frames the bright grin on his 
face, which underlines the impish eyes behind his goggles. We 
PULL INTO the photo as it comes to life –– meet JAMES BARNEBY 
BUTTERFIELD II..

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE EAST - DAY - FLASHBACK

NARRATOR (V.O.)
JAMES BARNEBY BUTTERFIELD II. –– 
passionate archeologist, more 
accurately defined: Egyptologist, 
ancient historian, orientalist and 
philologist, epigraphist and 
papyrologist. He finished his 
studies in his early twenties and 
enjoys, alongside his colleague and 
opponent Gustav Theodor Gustavson, 
the reputation of being one of the 
most brilliant minds in his field. 
James entitles Gustavson as a 
pretentious douchebag that enjoys 
archeology only as long as he is in 
the limelight.
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James beckons somebody over –– his colleague: GUSTAV 
GUSTAVSON. 

James reaches out his hand to Gustavson, but the chubby man 
turns away –– taking a step forward, moving in the center of 
the picture, covering James. 

Another photo is shot. In the background we see James walk 
away –– the CAMERA follows. (Note: Camera/ Dolly Shot – James 
shifts in the shot from the background to the foreground – 
vice versa for Gustavson). –– James lays out a PLAN on a 
table. In the background we see Gustavson still posing –– 
enjoying the limelight, as a little BUMBLEBEE passes by. 
James’ gaze follows this little being, so the camera does and 
…

EXT. MR. BUMBLEBEE’S BOOKSTORE – DAY - FLASHBACK

… we end on Emilia and James, bumping into each other in 
front of MR. BUMBLEBEE’s BOOKSTORE. By their smiles you can 
tell they fell in love immediately. A DELIVERY VAN stops, 
nearly covering the whole frame for a second. As it leaves, 
we are still…

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Bumping right into Emilia at Mr. 
Bumblebee's bookstore led him 
straight into the arms of the love 
of his life. 

… in front of Mr. Bumblebee’s store –– but it now already has 
gotten a bit long in the tooth. 

INT. MR. BUMBLEBEE’S BOOKSTORE - DAY - FLASHBACK

We see Emilia (Note: aged) –– hanging up the phone, her face 
morose. 

Kitty sits at the counter, deeply caught by a book from Sun 
Tzu. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
As James always looks on the bright 
side of life, he mostly doesn’t 
take things too seriously –– often 
being the one saving Kitty’s neck. 
Alongside he has the rare gift to 
make Emilia laugh –– letting her 
forget her worries, even if the 
clouds darken. 
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James (Note: aged) enters the store and gives Kitty a kiss on 
her forehead, while recognizing Emilia’s mood. He makes a 
funny face, reaching out for Emilia. Emilia gives him a 
smile. 

James waves Kitty to go. Kitty puts down the book and jumps 
from the counter. 

Together they leave the bookstore –– Kitty ahead of them 
(centered), while James puts his arm around Emilia’s 
shoulder. The trio passes by –– the camera drifts up into the 
sky, which darkens. Heavy raindrops start falling down. We 
follow them back to earth and …

EXT. ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY - DAY – FLASHBACK

… find James completely soaked, although wearing a raincoat.

He stands in front of the ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY –– the 
weather unforgiving. The rain runs down his upset face in 
streams. 

James pulls an ENVELOPE out of Gustavson’s chubby fingers and 
walks off. 

Gustavson watches James complacently -– a shadow emerges 
behind Gustavson, reaching out for his shoulder. Fear spreads 
across his face, as he turns around and nods –– then his gaze 
wanders back to James.

We see James’ silhouette slowly fading as he moves into 
distance.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Unfortunately, James has a weak 
spot, like every being has –– his 
unstoppable passion for history –– 
especially if the job is also 
offered to Gustavson. And as 
history repeats itself, pride will 
have a fall for sure.

INT. KATHSTONE HOUSE – OPEN LIVING SPACE – DAY – FLASHBACK

We are back on Emilia’s face, a mere reflection on a window. 
Rain lashes against it. Between all those raindrops, we 
encounter the reflection of her tears, running down her face. 

The camera shifts the FOCUS –– we become aware of a HEADLINE 
that says: Internationally established archeologist vanished 
during expedition. Underneath a photo of James –– the one 
Kitty holds in her hand.
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VICTORIA (O.S.)
(Note: clear sound, like 
the person stands next to 
you)

How many times did I warn you, but 
you wouldn’t listen. I told you, it 
can’t be stopped.

CUT TO:

INT. KITTY'S ROOM – NIGHT

Kitty looks up startled –– putting the photo on the desk in a 
hurry –– tearing open the door, sticking her head out into 
the …

INT. OPEN LIVING SPACE – NIGHT

A quite crowded place filled with BOOKS and OLD-FASHIONED 
THINGS bathed in the DIMMED LIGHT of TABLE LAMPS, which 
create islands of light and darkness –– a place that is 
reminiscent of a mysterious long-forgotten world, hiding 
stunning secrets within. 

Emilia stands turned-away, close to one of the over-crowded 
bookshelves. 

EMILIA
(curt)

You know better than anyone else 
that I had my reasons.

KITTY
(buts in/ looking for …)

Where is she? 

Emilia turns around a bit surprised –– obviously unaware of 
Kitty till now. Her face morose, the hair wrapped up in a 
towel, in her hand a ROTARY PHONE, cradling the receiver 
between her ear and her shoulder.

EMILIA
(into the receiver)

Hang on.
(to Kitty/ impatient)

Who?

KITTY
(…still on the search…)

Victoria?

Emilia points at the receiver.
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EMILIA
(snippy)

We still have some issues to clear. 
Would you mind going back to your 
room?

Kitty gives Emilia a disbelieving look.

KITTY
Seriously? 

VICTORIA (O.S.)
(muffled)

Are you still there … Emilia?

EMILIA
(towards Kitty)

Yes.

VICTORIA (O.S.)
(impatient)

What the heck is going on?!
(a second later the line 
is dead)

Emilia gives the receiver a disapproving look –– putting it 
down, taking off the towel.

EMILIA
(rolls her eyes) 

Great! I get her!

Emilia picks up a random cardigan, laying around, and puts it 
on hastily, buttoning it up all wrong, while leaving the 
room. 

Kitty watches Emilia dumbfounded, rushing to the dormer 
window as Emilia leaves. She inspects the street underneath.

EXT. STREET KATHSTONE HOUSE – NIGHT

The light-beams of a MIDNIGHT-BLUE AUSTIN HEALEY (3000 MK 
III/1965) come out of nowhere. The car parks on the opposite 
side underneath a street lamp. A SILVER-GREY HAIRED WOMAN 
leaves the car with a smooth leap, directly heading towards 
the entry of the bookshop, while smoothing down her clothes.

INT. KATHSTONE HOUSE/ GROUND FLOOR BOOKSTORE/ – NIGHT

The lights are off, just the moonshine spends rare light. The 
door opens.
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A pair of ELEGANT SNEAKERS steps inside –– climbing up the 
spiral staircase.

INT. OPEN LIVING SPACE – NIGHT

We hear the sound of APPROACHING STEPS, clearly moving 
upstairs.

Kitty turns around, still left back dumbfounded by the 
peculiar happenings. 

The door swings open.

Meet VICTORIA KATHSTONE, a captivating elegant lady in her 
late fifties; the midnight-blue suit underlines her stunning 
emerald-green eyes and the shining silver-grey hair. Around 
her neck an UNCUT EMERALD on an unpretentious chain. She 
illuminates the room in less than a second, leaving the 
impression she is in perfect control of everything anytime.

VICTORIA
Oh my little Kitty!

She stretches out her arms for a hug. Kitty rushes towards 
Victoria.

KITTY
Grandma!

Victoria embraces Kitty warmly.

EMILIA
Mom, please! You know I hate it 
when you call her Kitty.

Emilia pushes the door into the lock –– a bit moody.

VICTORIA
(nearly playful)

But we all call her Kitty!

Victoria releases Kitty from her hug. 

EMILIA
(disapproving)

Not all of us do.
(a beat)

Tea?

VICTORIA
Scotch, if you don’t mind. 
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A short beat – then kind of explaining her need for the 
Scotch.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
These damn thefts keep Fibius and 
me quite busy, turning the whole 
U.P.S. upside down –– so 
unfortunately my time is limited as
an urgent meeting awaits me. 

Emilia heads over to the FREE-STANDING KITCHEN-ISLAND, 
grabbing a GLASS and two MUGS.

EMILIA
(snappy)

Busy as always.

Emilia takes out a BOTTLE OF SCOTCH and fills the glass. 

EMILIA (CONT’D)
Don’t tell me that those thefts 
took you by surprise. We all know 
that this world is filled with 
greed, envy and hate –– a world, 
you think, it’s appropriate to live 
in.

Emilia and Victoria exchange a look.

EMILIA (CONT’D)
Or did you change your mind?

Victoria ignores Emilia’s confrontational mood (more or less) 
–– instead she gives Kitty a smile.

VICTORIA
Your fifteenth birthday.

(studying her closely)
Let me see! 

(more to herself)
What a special day, a very special 
day.

KITTY
(following Victoria’s searching 
gaze – more interested in …)
How could you manage to be here so 
quick? That’s impossible, you just 
were on the phone?

Victoria meets Kitty’s eyes, ending her inspection with 
Kitty’s shiner ––  obviously not happy about it, but not 
addressing it, instead … 
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VICTORIA
Nothing is impossible my dear, 
nothing!

Victoria walks over to the FIREPLACE, taking a seat in a 
GREEN-BLUE LOUIS QUINZE CHAIR, which stands close to the 
crackling fire. Victoria enjoys its warmth for a short moment 
(Note: subtly reminding one of a cat).

Kitty follows her grandmother, slumping herself on a TIGER-
PATTERNED BEANBAG. 

The INTERPLAY OF LIGHT AND SHADOW on their delicate features, 
foreshadowing their true nature –– just for a moment.

KITTY
(unflinchingly)

So how did you do it?

VICTORIA
(addressing Emilia)

You still didn’t tell her, did you?

Emilia puts the glass of Scotch and two tea mugs on a tray. 

EMILIA
No, I did not. 

She walks over and hands the glass of Scotch to Victoria, 
taking a seat on the GREEN CHESTERFIELD SOFA opposite the 
fireplace. 

Kitty grabs one of the mugs from the tray. She observes the 
two women –– a bit bugged, but obviously used to their 
bickering.  

EMILIA (CONT’D)
(snappy)

It’s your turn now –– you have 
waited for so long.

VICTORIA
(reasonable)

You know very well that our nature 
is not my fault.

EMILIA
Our nature has nothing to do with 
your acceptance of my decisions.

Victoria takes a sip of her Scotch, weighing what is best to 
say…
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VICTORIA
It’s not a matter of acceptance –– 
this decision is an unavoidable 
necessity, precisely in times like 
these –– and by the way, I 
respected all your decisions, 
although I knew they were wrong.

Emilia shoots her a disapproving look –– her eyes fill with 
tears of desperate anger.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(resolute)

You cannot hold the truth back from 
her any longer.

Victoria glances at the wrong-buttoned cardigan before she 
meets Emilia’s sight.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(nearly pitiful)

Look at you. 
(a short beat)

I warned you that suppressing your 
nature and stifling the truth would 
have its price.

Emilia wipes away her tears, realizing that her cardigan is 
indeed buttoned up wrong.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
I warned you, when you met James ––

EMILIA
(enraged – breaking out in 
tears)

You do not involve James, not under 
my roof. As you know ––

VICTORIA
(calming)

–– he always was on my side, when 
it came to Kitty. I know. 

(a beat)
And you know, I did everything to 
find him, but he seems to have 
disappeared off the face of the 
earth. I turned every corner of 
this world inside out, looking for 
him –– we didn’t find him and I 
can’t change it –– I’m sorry. But 
that has nothing to do with this 
here.
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EMILIA
And you are absolutely sure about 
this? 

A beat.

Emilia catches Victoria completely by surprise –– Victoria 
takes in the statement before she realizes what Emilia is 
aiming for.

VICTORIA
Oh, please –– that’s ridiculous! 
James vanishing is definitely not 
linked to our world.

Victoria gives Emilia another serious look –– then … 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(insistently)

You mustn’t keep it back from her.
She has to know who she truly is.

KITTY
(butting in)

You do realize that I’m present and 
can hear you –– both –– loud and 
clear? 

The two women look towards Kitty –– you can tell by their 
faces that they really had “forgotten” that Kitty is present 
–– even if it was just for a moment.

Victoria puts her glass on the table, her gaze fixed on 
Kitty.

Kitty takes a sip from her mug, glancing at Victoria, waiting 
for what is to come next.

VICTORIA
So, I guess it’s up to me to speak 
the truth –– and the best way to do 
so is short and sweet ––

(the shortest of beat)
–– the women of our family are 
werecats. 

Kitty spits her tea back into the mug, giving her grandma a 
disbelieving look.

KITTY
(cynical)

Of course, and the big bad wolf is 
my uncle, right. 
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VICTORIA
(serious)

I’m not kidding.

Kitty gives Emilia a questioning look.

EMILIA
(avoiding Kitty’s gaze –– 
shaken/ hardly audible)

Victoria speaks the truth.

Kitty gets up and puts her mug down –– a bit too hard; the 
tea sloshes over.

KITTY
Seriously –– that’s not funny –– 
not a bit –– If you want to prank 
me, you should have done better. 

A beat –– Kitty rationally considers Victoria’s and Emilia’s 
forgone words –– coming to a conclusion …

KITTY (CONT’D)
First: werecats are a fairy tale, 
every child knows. 

(arches her eyebrows)
And second: Do you really think I 
wouldn’t have realized by now, if I 
were a werecat! 

(a bit surprised by her 
own words)

And by the way, you both have a 
miserable timing! You do realize 
it’s my birthday? Not that I’m a 
sentimental person, but it would be 
nice if you two could stop this –– 
whatever it is –– it’s ridiculous. 

VICTORIA
(carefully)

Unfortunately, we can’t stop –– 
this discussion is essential, as it 
is your fifteenth birthday. 

Victoria gets up from her chair.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
So I fear, we can’t stop at the 
point we already reached.

Victoria vanishes not a second after. Her clothes collapse on 
themselves. 
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Kitty leans forward –– absolutely bewildered, catching a 
closer look at Victoria’s collapsed clothes.

A silver-grey ORIENTAL SHORT HAIR CAT sticks her head out, 
looking towards Kitty. Her eyes shimmering –– the RAW EMERALD 
dangles around her neck.

KITTY
(absolutely incredulous)

Grandma?

VICTORIA
(unpretentious)

Yes.

KITTY
(dazed and confused)

You do have big ears, you know.

VICTORIA
Yes, darling, I know.

(a beat – studies Kitty’s 
face, weighing the 
situation)

I think for tonight it was enough 
news and I’m already late for my 
appointment anyway. 

The cat jumps directly on the windowsill.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(towards Kitty)

I’ll pick you up tomorrow morning, 
so be ready on time. I hate being 
late.

 (then to Emilia)
Would you mind?

Emilia, still shaken, gets up and opens the window. 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(to Emilia, while getting 
ready to leap)

By the way –– if you don’t mind, 
I’ll leave my things till tomorrow.

Take off –– the uncut emerald glows for a short moment as the 
cat vanishes in the middle of its jump into the darkness. 

Emilia closes the window, turning around cautiously, looking 
at her daughter. 

Kitty, still absolutely bewildered, stares directly into her 
mother’s eyes.
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KITTY
We are werecats? 

Emilia nods cautiously.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(enraged)

And you never came up with the idea 
to tell me?

Emilia hesitates for a short moment.

EMILIA
You don’t understand –– I just 
wanted to protect you. 

KITTY
(full of anger)

Lying to someone for his whole life 
is not protection –– it’s betrayal.

Kitty turns around, heading towards her room.

EMILIA
Please, we have to talk.

KITTY
We had fifteen years to talk.

Kitty enters her room, banging the door behind her.

INT. KITTY'S ROOM – NIGHT

The lights are off –– only the moonshine spends rare light. 
The weather outside is still ruthless. Kitty slumps on her 
bed, burying her face in the cushion. We hear her breathing 
deeply a few times, still taking in the forgone happenings.

KITTY 
(into the cushion)

That’s ridiculous –– ridiculous, 
ridiculous!

A beat.

Interrupted by a shy knock.

Kitty glances at the door. Light shines through the door 
crack on the floor. Emilia seems to stand in front of the 
door.

Kitty doesn’t react, instead she buries her face again in her 
cushion.
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Emilia moves away from the door. The lights in the living 
room go off.

Silence. Another deep breath –– Kitty’s tension obviously 
eases a bit.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(again into the cushion)

Absolutely ridiculous.

EXT. KATHSTONE HOUSE ROOF – NIGHT

We see the Eye, rolling along a branch, jumping … landing on 
the roof ridge with a KLONK.

INT. KITTY'S ROOM – NIGHT

The distant SOUND of a ROLLING MARBLE along the roof –– then 
another KLONK!

Kitty turns over on her back, listening closely, but there 
isn’t a thing to hear. 

She sits up, cocking her ears, inspecting the darkness. 

EXT. KITTY’S ROOM/ WINDOWSILL – NIGHT

The Eye sits on the windowsill, hiding in the shadows –– not 
moving an inch, holding its (imaginary) breath to remain 
undetected –– observing Kitty from around the corner …

INT. KITTY'S ROOM – NIGHT

… Kitty can’t hear a thing –– falling back onto her bed, this 
time landing on her back.

KITTY
Maybe they drugged my tea and I’m 
hallucinating. 

The window opens slightly, utterly quiet. The Eye peers 
furtively into the room.

KITTY (CONT’D)
Did they really think I’ll fall for 
it?  

A barely noticeable WHISPER drifts in.
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NORMA (O.S.)
Fade to rise.

KITTY
(shaking her head 
slightly)

We are living in the 21st century …

Kitty’s eyes obviously get heavy, her voice slowly sluggish.

KITTY (CONT’D)
… I’am not naive.

Her eyes now nearly closed, her voice fades.

KITTY (CONT’D)
I would have realized, if I’m a 
werecat –– for sure.

Kitty falls asleep in a second.

NORMA (O.S.)
(mumbling/ satisfied)

Just for the taste of it. 

HONORA (O.S.)
(nagging)

But we promised not to interfere 
anymore.

NORMA
Says the one who kicked off the 
Trojan War.

(a beat – then a regretful 
sigh)

Just once –– I promise. 
She simply needs a little push in 
the right direction.

HONORA
I take you at your word and nail it 
down in the future pattern.

(a short clickety-clack, 
like someone takes a 
note)

A consenting hum –– followed by a deep puff.

HONORA (CONT’D)
And just to be sure, we’ll add a 
note to the showbible. 

(the shortest of a beat)
Nora, would you be so kind.
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A beat –– then the scratching noise of a pencil.

Someone deeply exhales. The room fills with dense fog; the 
last thing we hear is the marble-like sound rolling into 
distance. 

The CAMERA immerses into the fog, finally breaking through …

EXT. RIVER HUBUR – DAY

… ending up in front of an endless sea of SAFFRON FLOWERS. 
Above an INFINITE DARK SKY, filled with sparkling lights. All 
wrapped up in AWKWARD SILENCE. 

The camera drifts over the landscape, finding Kitty –– lying 
at the riverside, still sleeping. 

Above her a giant WHITE TIGER, looking down on her. His 
GOLDEN AURA like flickering flames, from time to time 
releasing a swath, which drifts up to the sky.

The tiger moves a bit closer, sniffing at Kitty.

Kitty opens her eyes, just to find this enormous cat. Their 
faces just a few millimeters separated.

Kitty is rigid with fear.

The tiger straightens up –– gaping its mouth wide open, 
coming down on Kitty with a bloodcurdling roar.

VICTORIA (PRE-LAP)
Wake up!

CUT TO:

INT. KITTY'S ROOM – DAY

Kitty’s eyes snap open. 

She shoots up in her bed, nearly crashing into Victoria, who 
awaits her on the edge of her bed.

VICTORIA
Holy moly! 

(wondering look towards 
Kitty)

You take waking up really 
literally!

Kitty looks around befogged, finally realizing she has woken 
up indeed –– rubbing her face.
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KITTY
(tired)

I had a strange dream … pretty 
strange.

Victoria gives her another questioning look, handing her over 
a BLUE JACKET.

KITTY (CONT’D)
What’s that?

VICTORIA
That’s your school uniform.

KITTY
My school uniform?

VICTORIA
Yes, in fact.

Kitty holds the jacket out towards Victoria, intending to 
hand it back. 

KITTY
I’m sorry, but I’m not attending 
school anymore –– I decided to find 
myself a job. School is history.

Victoria clearly refuses to take the jacket back.

VICTORIA
(rigorous)

Young lady, I pulled out all the 
stops to make you an official 
student of the C.O.G. –– although 
the registration was already closed 
–– and, believe me, the rules on 
this are more than clear.

KITTY
(staggered)

I’m for sure not attending the Club 
of Goofers.

VICTORIA
(her patience close to 
snapping)

What is that nonsense now?!

KITTY
The people here call it Club of 
Goofers –– they say only the loony 
go there.
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VICTORIA
I didn’t expect you, of all people, 
to rely on gossip.

KITTY
(huffy)

I don’t!

VICTORIA
Just so you know –– C.O.G. means 
Central Organization of Guardians 
–– and by the way it’s an honor to 
attend this institution. 
So act like a grown-up and get 
dressed now.

KITTY
(riposting)

You mean like you and Mom 
yesterday.

Victoria shoots Kitty a look –– but admits a touche. 

Kitty takes a closer look at the jacket –– her fingers slide 
over the embroidered SCHOOL EMBLEM. 

It shows FOUR TIGERS, arranged in a circle, each placed in a 
cardinal direction. In its middle a FIFTH TIGER –– staring 
directly at Kitty. She recognizes it, but doesn’t admit, 
instead …

KITTY (CONT’D)
It’s not a fairy tale?

VICTORIA
(deadly serious)

It’s not a fairy tale. It’s our 
world –– the mythological world. We 
are the humans’ counterpart –– we 
have to fulfill our duty towards 
them.

A short moment of silence. The two generations study each 
other, weighing what they have to expect from each other, 
then Kitty’s face gets reddish. 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(slightly irritated)

For heaven’s sake! What are you up 
to now? 
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KITTY
I’m trying to transform.

(a beat)
See –– nothing happens.

VICTORIA
Oh please, don’t be ridiculous! 

Victoria gets up from Kitty’s bed.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
I’ll wait downstairs –– you just 
have five minutes left, so you 
better hurry up.

Victoria leaves the room. 

Kitty looks after her, considering –– she holds the jacket in 
front of her, glancing at the emblem once again –– finally 
getting out of bed and straight into the bathroom. 

PRE-LAP –– the SOUND of RUNNING WATER.

INT. MEDUSA’S HALLWAY/BATHROOM – DAY

(Note: everything shot from a POV)

We sneak down a DARK HALLWAY utterly quiet –– there is just 
light shining through a small gap of the closed curtains at 
the end of the corridor. The hallway has something GLAMOROUS, 
reminding us of the home of a SCREEN GODDESS from the 
40s/50s.

We pass by a door, which is left ajar. Its door handle is a 
snake, staring at us. We come to a stop and peer into the 
room. 

INT. MEDUSA’S BATHROOM – DAY

(Note: everything shot from a POV –– we spy from outside)

There are just candles lit. Someone turns off the water. On 
the wall we spot the SHADOW of a GRACEFUL WOMAN taking off 
her clothes. The woman (MEDUSA) steps in front of the MIRROR 
(Note: we can’t really see her face) –– but even from behind 
she radiates the glamour of a long-forgotten film goddess. 

She takes off her big EMERALD EARRINGS, each stone caught in 
the bite of a snake, and places them besides the washbasin. 
Her hair is wrapped up in a TURBAN. 
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She reaches out for it –– full of a love and care –– and 
takes it off carefully –– SNAKES slide over her shoulder –– 
turning their heads into our direction in a flash –– hissing.

INT. MEDUSA’S HALLWAY – DAY

(Note: everything shot from a POV)

We press ourself against the wall to remain undetected.

MEDUSA (O.S.)
(soothing)

Sush, my little darlings –– sush! 
I know, you don’t like to be 
trapped the whole day.

The snakes calm down.

We look down the dark hallway, still pressed against the wall 
–– spotting the object of our desire in the spare light –– a 
COPPER SHIELD resting on a pedestal.

EXT. STREET – KATHSTONE HOUSE – DAY

We find ourselves in front of the Kathstone House. 

A narrow multi-story townhouse, VICTORIAN TOUCH –– it says 
Little’s Law Number 7. On the ground floor there’s a small 
shop window, filled over and over with old books –– a bit 
messy. On the window we find handwritten: Bumblebee’s 
Antiquarian Bookshop. (Note: It’s not the “original” 
Bumblebee bookstore from James’ flashback.) 

Emilia stands in the doorway, her arms drawn around herself. 
Her eyes are red and tired from a restless night, watching 
Victoria, as she puts Kitty’s bag into the trunk. 

Kitty stands turned away from Emilia, still fighting with her 
mother’s betrayal. Although they are just one step separated, 
there seems to be an insurmountable barrier –– a dark shadow 
(Note: literally visible), devouring everything between them. 

Victoria closes the trunk –– turning around, looking at them.

VICTORIA
(rolling her eyes)

Oh, please! Could you both just 
move on –– we are Kathstones. 

(a beat –– considering 
then commanding)

Kitty, hug Emilia and Emilia for 
your own sake, stop crying! 

(MORE)
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It’s just a few weeks till 
Christmas, then she’ll be back home 
again ––

(mumbling more to herself)
and that may be a better time to 
talk things out.

Kitty turns around, avoiding Emilia’s gaze. 

Emilia closes her arms around Kitty, who rarely hugs her 
back.

EMILIA
(heavy-heartedly)

Maybe you can write me, when you 
have arrived.

Kitty just nods faintly.

VICTORIA
(putting an end to it)

Kitty, hurry up –– we are already 
late!

Victoria jumps into the car and starts the engine. 

Kitty gladly escapes the arms of her mother, joining 
Victoria. 

The Austin Healey drives off. 

Emilia looks after them –– left back alone. 

She steps into the shop, closes the door and turns the 
shopsign to CLOSED, absently looking out of the front door 
window. Her eyes fill with tears, slowly running down her 
face. (Note: there should be a similarity between this shot 
and the shot we had at the end of James’ flashback.)

EXT./ INT. VICTORIA’S CAR – LITTLE’S LAW MAIN STREET/ STREET 
TO C.O.G. – DAY

Grey clouds still darken the sky. The Austin Healey heads 
down the eerily empty Main Street of Little‘s Law, clearly 
showing signs of the forgone stormy night. 

Victoria leans forward, turning on the radio. The radio plays 
“Gimme Shelter”(Stones).

The car passes by the town sign, saying: YOU ARE LEAVING 
LITTLE’S LAW BEHIND –– now heading towards the run-down 
Mansion upon the hill; the C.O.G.. 

VICTORIA (CONT'D)
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Kitty gives the building a skeptical look before she turns 
her gaze towards Victoria –– focusing on her, trying to find 
their common denominator.

VICTORIA
(her eyes on the street)
You know, it’s not polite to stare. 
Didn’t Emilia teach you?

KITTY
(a bit surprised)

I just didn’t expect you of all 
people to like the Stones.

Victoria shrugs her shoulders slightly.

VICTORIA
Why shouldn’t I?

KITTY
(considering – then)

I don’t know.
(her gaze drifting back to 
the C.O.G.)

I love them.

VICTORIA
(eyes still on the street)

I think we have more in common than 
you think.

A short beat –– kind of touching a sore spot after the 
forgone evening … Kitty turns her gaze towards her 
grandmother –– gathering then …

KITTY
(blunt)

You mean besides being cat-freaks.

Victoria shoots Kitty a look, taking in her granddaughter’s 
last two words … finding herself between dismay and furiosity 
–– slamming the brakes. The car comes to a halt at the 
shoulder. 

Kitty supports herself on the dashboard just in the right 
moment, shooting Victoria a what-the-hey look –– left back 
speechless.

Victoria turns off the engine, looking sharply at Kitty.

VICTORIA
(emphasizing each word)

We –– are –– no –– freaks!
(MORE)
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(another beat – obviously 
trying to calm herself 
down)

I know –– Emilia didn’t tell you a 
lot, but you ––

(correcting herself)
–– we are no freaks. 

(studies Kitty for a 
moment, knitting her 
brows)

Would you really prefer to live a 
life suppressing your nature –– 
your true self?

Kitty seriously considers this question.

KITTY
(firm)

No. –– But why didn’t you tell me 
earlier?

VICTORIA
(serious)

It was your mother’s decision, so 
the answer is up to her. That’s 
definitely none of my business.

KITTY
(arching her eyebrows)

I see –– that’s why you are driving 
me to my new school now, right?

VICTORIA
(with the hint of a smile)

You stick to your gun’s, young 
lady, don’t you?

(a beat)
Emilia had her reasons ––

(considering –– then firm)
and I won’t disregard her. 

(more calming)
Sometimes we can’t understand a 
matter to its full extent until we 
recognize its whole pattern –– so 
give Emilia at least a chance to 
explain.

Victoria starts the engine. 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
The only thing I can tell you is 
that our true being is a gift. And 
that there is no reason to doubt or 
fear the mythological world. 

VICTORIA (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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That’s where you belong –– it is 
your destiny –– your birthright.

A beat.

KITTY
(muttering)

I don’t believe in destiny.

Victoria clearly overhears Kitty’s statement; instead she 
heads onto the street, following the road up to the C.O.G. –– 
the radio is still on, now playing: “You can’t always get 
what you want.”

VICTORIA
Focus on the things ahead and the 
rest will come on its own.

(a side glance)
And please, do me a favor and mind 
your manners. Rumors fly fast in 
our world. 

KITTY
(tight)

What am I going to learn there?

VICTORIA
(sidelong to Kitty)

The C.O.G.’s purpose is to align 
all tribes, pursuing the common 
goal of peace by resolving 
conflicts through diplomatic 
channels. As soon as each tribe’s 
descendants have completed their 
initiation, they have to start 
their training at the C.O.G. –– it 
is mandatory for all of them. The 
main aim of their education is to 
develop a greater mutual 
understanding for each other.

KITTY
(ironic)

That’s bonkers. Ever been to a 
school? –– 

(then blankly)
And what do you mean by tribes?

VICTORIA
(frankly ignores Kitty’s 
statement – except …)

The tribes are nothing else than 
the different groups of 
mythological beings.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)

(MORE)
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(then)
After completing schooling the 
students can return to their tribes 
or dedicate themselves to a task in 
the U.P.S.. To underline the common 
goal of peace, the future guardians 
are carefully trained at the C.O.G. 
by the watchmen. The guardians’ 
duty is to preserve the fragile 
equilibrium of this world by 
balancing the seven cardinal 
virtues and the seven deadly sins. 

KITTY 
(this is a joke)

Seriously?  You want me to believe, 
this? 

(then)
And what the hell has the U.P.S., a 
delivery service, to do with the 
whole thing?

The car stops at the C.O.G.’s driveway.

EXT. C.O.G. OUTSIDE – DRIVEWAY/ PATHWAY/ ENTRANCE - DAY

VICTORIA
(her patience snapping)

I’ll make it simple for you –– we 
Kathstone women are the guardians 
of justice ever since –– it’s an 
honor –– so simply get used to it, 
instead of making tactless remarks.

(then)
And the Universal Protection 
Service may have accidentally the 
same initials as a commonly well-
known parcel service –– but I can 
guarantee you as the head of 
D.I.T.A., the Department for 
Intercultural Tribal Artifacts, 
that its task is a completely 
different one.

Victoria gets out of the car –– leaving no doubt she’s in 
charge now.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
In a view moments you will meet 
Armand, one of the headmasters and 
watchmen. He will explain 
everything else to you and 
introduce you to his school. 

VICTORIA (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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So be quiet and try to stay in the 
background for now, no matter what 
happens!

Kitty gets out of the car, a bit bugged by Victoria’s tone.

Victoria smoothes her jacket, glancing at Kitty’s scarf.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
And do we really need this worn–out 
scarf? 

KITTY
(riposting)

Says the one who brings me to a 
rotten place like this ––

Kitty looks at the building, considering, weighing –– not 
coming to a conclusion, returning to Victoria.

KITTY (CONT’D)
 And yes –– we do.

Kitty grabs the ends of her scarf, letting the talismans run 
through her fingers, lost in thought for a moment –– 
recalling –– then …

KITTY (CONT’D)
These are all from dad and I’ll 
never take them off –– never.

(tightens her fists around 
them)

Victoria doesn’t answer this one, realizing she touched a 
nerve –– instead she follows the NARROW, WINDING PATH made of 
GRAVEL, leading up to …

… the C.O.G.’s entrance. 

Kitty follows Victoria, always a few steps behind.

Her eyes are nearly glued to the building –– taking in every 
detail of it …

The Mansion is divided into a dark and a light side –– even 
the sky above seems to be split …

… its CRUMBLING FACADE –– constantly releasing DUST 
PARTICLES, which form a kind of barrier around the Mansion …

… the PEELING PAINT of the PARTLY PRESERVED WOODEN ORNAMENTS 
–– portraying MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS, which twine around the 
building –– watching Kitty’s every step…

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
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… the CROOKED WINDOWS covered with layers of dirt, hanging 
loose in their hinges –– creaking –– whispering –– hiding 
something … 

… this overwhelming ENTRANCE –– a massive WOODEN GATE …

… at which Kitty comes to a halt with one last crunching 
step. 

A HEARTBEAT –– SOUND DROPS –– just a kind of universal cosmic 
atmosphere is left –– wide, unknown, infinite –– Kitty’s eyes 
on the engraved school emblem –– the five tigers stare down 
on her –– the fifth tiger looks straight into her eyes.

Kitty touches the emblem of her jacket absently, hypnotized 
by the fifth tiger like a prey … 

His blue eyes sparkle, his texture vivid, as if he might come 
to life any moment, ready to …

VICTORIA (O.S.)
(impatient – Note: still 
cosmic atmosphere)

Are you planning to stare a hole in 
it? 

(then)
Simply knock!

Victoria’s words drag Kitty back into reality –– hard landing 
…

KITTY
(a bit dizzy)

What did you say?

Kitty glances puzzled towards Victoria.

VICTORIA
I said. Knock.

(then explaining a bit 
more patiently, reminding 
herself that Kitty is a 
freshman)

The one who desires admittance to 
the C.O.G. has to knock at its 
gates.

Kitty just nods, still left back a bit blasted.

She reaches out her fist –– hesitates –– then knocks.

Nothing.

Waiting. 
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Still nothing. 

KITTY
(sidelong to Victoria)

And you’re absolutely sure we are 
right here?

Victoria saves the answer, just rolling her eyes.

Then –– the HEAVY NOISE of a SLIDING BOLT from the left to 
the right.

Another heavy metallic sound –– now sliding from the right to 
the left.

Then a CLICK –– CLACK –– CLICK –– CLICK –– CLACK … (Note:the 
sound behind the closed gate wanders around like someone is 
playing pinball –– desperately aiming for the high score.) 

… followed by the spine-crawling noise of massive CREAKING 
HINGES …

… Kitty eyes the huge gate, expecting it to finally open…

… still nothing. The gate remains closed.

FLAMMENBART (O.S.)
(grumpy)

Down here!

Kitty still eyes the gate –– a bit helpless –– unable to find 
something … better said, this grumpy someone …

FLAMMENBART (O.S.) (CONT’D)
(impatient)

I said: Down here!
(grumbling to himself)

Bloody beginner! 
(then instructing)

Look on the right! And now look 
down!

Kitty follows the instructions precisely –– finding a pair of 
two sparkling crystal-blue eyes, impatiently staring at her 
from a tiny spy window on the lower right corner of the gate. 

FLAMMENBART (CONT’D)
(a bit more official)

What is your desire?

Kitty is speechless –– simply staring back.

Victoria leans forward –– coming into FLAMMENBART’s field of 
view.
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VICTORIA
(a bit embarrassed)

I’m terribly sorry, Flammenbart. 
(apologetic)

It’s her first time.

FLAMMENBART
(immediately changing his 
tone)

Oh, Miss Kathstone, what a 
pleasure! 

(then)
How may I assist you?

Kitty witnesses disbelievingly the ongoing palsy-walsy 
conversation.

VICTORIA
(polite)

We have an appointment with 
headmaster Armand.

FLAMMENBART
Of course. 

(the next words obviously 
uncomfortable)

You do understand that I have to 
ask you for the password.

(adding apologetically)
Additional security measures 
according to the new regulation of 
the U.P.S. since the thefts have 
started –– a nasty business.

VICTORIA
Indeed.

(a short beat – then 
announcing in a more than 
official manner)

Password.

KITTY
(speaking low – this is a 
joke)

Seriously –– Password? Very creative.

VICTORIA
(hissing low)

Mind your manners!

Flammenbart overhears the ongoing conversation outside – 
instead …
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FLAMMENBART
Please come in!

…  the pair of crystal-blue eyes step back.

Victoria signals Kitty to enter.

Kitty eyes the spy-window –– glancing at Victoria. 

KITTY
(doubting)

You are not expecting me to fit 
through this tiny hole! Not 
seriously …

Instead of answering, Victoria shoves Kitty towards the tiny 
spy window.

Kitty gets sucked in immediately and …

INT. C.O.G. GREAT HALL – DAY

… stumbles into a deserted MAGNIFICENT HALL –– everything 
bathed in GOLDEN LIGHT. (Note: it’s awkwardly silent in this 
big hall – from a school, you would expect something 
different.)

Kitty manages to catch herself just before she crashes 
directly into the grumpy black-gray-haired DWARF FLAMMENBART 
(his years of age far beyond countable)–– obviously awaiting 
her, taking a step back just in the right moment –– his keys 
around his belly jingling. 

Even for a dwarf, Flammenbart is pretty short. He is the kind 
of guy, you are not sure about; if he ever smiled once in his 
life –– his rough appearance just underlines this. He scans 
Kitty with his crystal-blue eyes, clearly awarding points for 
her entry-performance. 

FLAMMENBART
(muttering into his braided beard)
As I said –– another bloody beginner!

Slightly shakes his head, as his sight wanders to Victoria, 
who just appears alongside Kitty –– a bit more elegant. 

Flammenbart’s gaze is immediately a bit more rosy. 

Victoria finds Kitty, obviously taken by complete surprise, 
staring at Flammenbart.
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VICTORIA
(whispering)

For heaven’s sake, can you stop staring 
–– just for a moment.

Flammenbart overhears Victoria’s statement, instead lifting 
his left arm –– evidently something more urgent is ahead.

On his wrist a little watch, reminding one of a sundial –– 
little lights hover above it, constantly moving closer to its 
platform.

FLAMMENBART
In a few moments hell is breaking 
loose. 

(annoyed)
You know, the pest ––

(quickly correcting 
himself)

–– the kids –– getting back after 
Samhain.

(then grumbling edgy)
And today of all days the giant-
stabilizer partly malfunctions. 

(more polite)
So, if you don’t mind, I have to 
ask you to find the way to the 
headmaster’s office on your own.

A loud RUMBLE, the hall shaken in its foundation. 

The glass dome above starts to rotate. 

FLAMMENBART (CONT’D)
(fighting the noise)

And here we go!

Flammenbart stretches out his arm, firming his stand – 
getting ready to …

VICTORIA
(shouting back)

Don’t worry, we’ll find our way!

… catch the golden light beam –– shooting out of the middle 
of the dome –– straight down on his watch.

Flammenbart’s watch splits the beam into rays of light –– 
shooting them directly onto the embedded stones in the walls. 

The stones start to glow –– all imaginable KIND OF DOORS 
appear. (Note: differing in material and form – water, 
leaves, light, spiral, triangle, etc.…)
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Not a second later the doors burst open –– the most stunning 
MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS rush in, flooding the hall. The sound of 
galloping hooves, flapping wings, splashing water and excited 
voices fill the hall – simply described as TUMULT. (Note: 
students aged between 15 to early 20s.)

Kitty looks around astonished –– not trusting her eyes, as a 
JAPANESE UNICORN (LIN KIRIN) gallops past –– followed by a 
WHITE STAG (INFINITO) veiled in a white glowing aura.

A GUST –– KITTY lifts her sight –– an angry-looking FURY (IRA 
FURIOSA) aims for her –– her leathery wings wide spread, 
yanking up shortly before they clash –– hissing –– obviously 
it’s not love at first sight. 

Kitty left back in shock, as a load of water splashes on her. 

MERMAID (O.S.)
Oops. I’m sorry!

Kitty looks up, finding a BLUE-PINK HAIRED, GREEN-SKINNED 
MERMAID (ANGUANA) above her. The mermaid shrugs her shoulders 
apologetically, before she dives deep into the water-pipeline 
which just popped up above Kitty … more MERMAIDS and MERMEN 
to follow … 

A JAPANESE SPIDERGIRL lowers herself on her silk, dangling in 
front of Kitty. 

KOREAN SPIDERGIRL
(pointing on the floor)

Would you mind?

Kitty takes a step back, bumping into a BOY (DSCHINN/ULUK) 
that just materialized behind her. Kitty looks over her 
shoulder.

KITTY
(insecure)

Sorry – I didn’t see you.

The boy just gives her a serious look and de-materializes.

Kitty turns back. The spidergirl already scuttles down the 
hall in a hurry, as a yelling, bulky VALKYRIE (HILDEGARD) 
with a pretzel in her hand jumps over her, followed by a 
roaring DWARF(DIS). 

A growling BLACK WOLF (LAVERNA) passes by, slowing down for a 
moment –– its yellow eyes glowing at Kitty.

Followed by a pair of very BIG FEET (GIANT/ THRYMR) –– just 
feet –– the frame can’t take in more –– heading directly 
towards Kitty, stumbling, nearly falling.
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Victoria reaches out for Kitty’s shoulder –– pulling her back 
just in the right moment.

VICTORIA
(shaking her head 
uncomprehendingly)

Watch where you are going!

KITTY
(incredulous)

Me –– watching were I’m going?

Kitty stares after the giant.

VICTORIA
Yes. And now stop staring. We have 
something better to do.

Victoria points towards the BLACK HOLE on the other side of 
the hall. 

KITTY
(firm)

Never!

Victoria obviously doesn’t understand.

KITTY (CONT’D)
I’ll never pass through this hall. 
That’s a madhouse; besides, I’m not 
suicidal.

VICTORIA
Stop being ridiculous. It’s a 
matter of technique –– that’s all.

Victoria snaps Kitty’s hand, catching her by surprise –– 
trailing her behind through this craziness.

KITTY
(shouting)

That’s worse than rush hour in 
Bogota.

Victoria looks questioningly over her shoulder.

KITTY (CONT’D)
Colombia. I was there once with 
Dad.
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Victoria turns her gaze –– at the same moment becoming aware 
of the CENTAUR (MAGNUS), aiming towards them at full gallop 
from the side –– obviously unable to stop, he gets ready for 
take off.

VICTORIA
(quick-witted)

Duck!

Kitty and Victoria duck at the same time –– not a second too 
late.

The Centaur leaps over them, looking down on them with an 
apologetic grin.

Kitty just stares back, finding herself between astonishment 
and terror.

A second later the Centaur’s massive hooves hit the floor, 
just a few inches away from Kitty and Victoria –– he gallops 
towards an entrance at full speed, vanishing into a dark 
hallway.

Kitty looks after Magnus, still paralyzed.

Victoria straightens up, looking down at Kitty.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
Hurry up! 

KITTY
(straightening)

Hurry up?
(then snippy)

Don’t you think a speed-limit would 
be more appropriate in this hall?

With Kitty’s last words a speedy PAN (FAUNUS) passes by, 
avoiding a crash with Victoria in the nick of time by 
spinning around his own axis. 

FAUNUS
(while spinning)

Sorry, we are late!

VICTORIA
(upset)

Oh, you know the rules! No running 
in the hall and the hallways!

Faunus vanishes into the same hallway like Magnus, obviously 
unimpressed by Victoria’s words.
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Victoria smoothes her hair, looking after Faunus slightly 
miffed –– then she goes ahead. 

Kitty follows.

With a few last steps they finally reach the black hole, the 
THRESHOLD TO ARMAND’s OFFICE.

Kitty looks back at the slowly easing tumult with relief.

Flammenbart, now in the center of the hall, waves two flags, 
shouting loudly.

FLAMMENBART
Azura, get ready for landing 
position …

(the shortest of a beat: 
hesitating -– looking 
around –– deciding –– 
shouting)

… number 3!

A giant DRAGON (AZURA) squeezes herself through a tiny “door” 
made of steel-blue flames. Her AZURE-BLUE SKIN is covered 
with SIZZLING LIGHTINGS, wandering all over her giant body. 
Her wings spread wide –– simply looking majestic. She sails 
through the hall, closing her wings, landing gently in front 
of another hallway entrance.

KITTY
(stunned)

Holy shit!

A profound PLOP! Then …

NORA (O.S.)
That’s a rather inappropriate 
expression –– especially in the 
presence of a dragon.

Kitty turns, looking at a girl who stands directly behind her 
–– obviously she just plopped out of the black hole.

Meet NORE NEEDLE (around 15) –– a lanky teenage girl, her 
body TENSION RUBBERLIKE –– two amazingly BIG ROUND GLASSES 
rest on the bridge of her nose. On her body a PINAFORE, 
hanging there like it’s dead. Her appearance is rounded out 
by TWO BRAIDED PIGTAILS and her SLOPPING SHOULDERS. 

KITTY
(straight forward/ 
incredulous)

Did you just PLOP?
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Nora’s witty green eyes study Kitty intensely –– realizing 
some further explanation is needed. Nora pushes her glasses 
up –– takes in a deep breath and starts to speak.

NORA
(competent)

SYes indeed –– I PLOPPED. As a 
shapeshifter I tend to make noises, 
especially if an unnatural 
acceleration force is involved. In 
the future you may not address this 
topic directly in the presence of a 
shapeshifter, as it may be 
misinterpreted as disrespect and 
not as a lack of knowledge, like in 
your case.
And inappropriate, because dragons 
don’t like swear words. They are 
very sensitive beings and will feel 
offended immediately; please 
remember this next time.

KITTY
(this is a joke)

Sensitive? Did you realize how big 
this dragon was?

In the light of this blunt answer Nora desperately gasps –– 
looking at Kitty full of indignation.

VICTORIA
(butting in, to avoid 
worse –– baiting a hook)

Nora! Good to see you! I hope you 
could clarify details with Armand.

NORA
(taking the bait –– 
reporting dutiful)

Yes. I’m fully informed and the 
schedules are synchronized. Don’t 
worry –– I’ll carry out my mission 
to perfection.

VICTORIA
(obviously relieved)

That’s good to hear. I’m sure you 
will.

ALEXANDER (O.S)
(rowdy)

Hey, Needle! Cyllarus will roast 
you, if you’re late –– hurry up!
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Nora, immediately uncomfortable, glances at the other side of 
the hall –– slightly nodding. 

Kitty follows Nora’s glance, finding a boy standing on the 
opposite side of the hall –– meet ALEXANDER (GORGON; around 
15). His school jacket is flicked over his shoulder; instead 
he wears a black LEATHER JACKET, paired with ultra-cool 
SUNGLASSES and a BIKER-BANDANA –– something seems to move 
underneath it. (Note: Alexander is a Gorgon –– the movement 
underneath is caused by the SNAKES on his head).

Next to him a boy with WHITE-SILVER HAIR and AMBER-GLOWING 
EYES, who studies Kitty intensely –– meet GLADE (ELF; around 
15).

NORA
I’m very sorry, Miss Kathstone, I 
don’t want to be late for ––

(her shoulders sag – she 
deflates like a ballon/ 
mournful expression)

–– the art of war. 
So I hope you don’t mind. 

(trying to regain her old 
form – literally)

Headmaster Armand is already 
awaiting you anyway.

Nora is about to cross the hall.

VICTORIA
Oh, Nora, Fibius begged me to tell 
you: Maybe next weekend.

Nora turns, pushing her glasses up (again).

NORA
Don’t worry I spend my time well at 
the weekends –– being at the 
library –– to prepare myself for 
the future career as intertribal 
diplomat.

VICTORIA
(supportive/ smiling)

I think you will make a wonderful 
diplomat the U.P.S. can be really 
proud of, Nora.

NORA
(nodding)

Thank you, Miss Kathstone.
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Nora heads over to the two boys –– her shoulders reach an 
all–time low.

KITTY
Art of war? Didn’t you say the 
school pursues the common goal of 
peace?

VICTORIA
Everything has two sides –– peace 
seldom comes without war.

Kitty arches her eyebrows skeptically.

KITTY
Really –– does it?

Victoria, avoiding another discussion, points on the floor.

Kitty looks down. 

On the threshold to the black hole she finds GOLDEN LETTERS, 
saying: 

MENS AGITAT MOLEM.

Victoria steps in front of them.

Its flickering golden flames reach out for her feet.

VICTORIA (PARTLY O.S.)
(instructing, while she is 
devoured by the black 
hole)

Just step in front of it –– and ask 
Armand for admission.

Kitty looks doubtfully at the now-empty spot –– then into the 
black hole.

KITTY
(cautious)

Hello?

VICTORIA (O.S.)
(echoing)

For heaven’s sake, could you just 
once do what I asked you. It’s not 
really that hard!

A beat –– Kitty warily inspects the black hole … then steps 
in front of the inscription, looking down on its flickering 
flames.
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KITTY
(muttering)

I don’t know you. 
(closing her eyes)

According to my mom, I’m not 
supposed to talk to strangers, but 
Victoria …

Before she finishes her sentence, the golden flames roar high 
and devour her, catching her by surprise … 

INT. HALLWAY TO ARMAND’S OFFICE – DAY

… spitting her into a SINISTER, DARK HALLWAY –– directly in 
front of a DOOR –– finding herself face to face with an OUT-
STRETCHED TONGUE, which is obviously though a door handle. 
(Note: the handle reminds one of the Stone’s Logo, the 
hallway’s predominant color is black).

KITTY
That’s sick!

Victoria doesn’t react. Her full focus is on the mirror of 
her powder tin, making a last check.

KITTY (CONT’D)
(irritated)

Are you getting all dolled up for 
the headmaster now? –– Seriously?

Victoria snaps her powder tin, ignoring Kitty’s statement 
(again) –– meanwhile she may have decided, this is the best 
tactic –– instead, she gives Kitty a proofing look, checking 
on her appearance.

VICTORIA
(serious, while trying to 
hide Kitty’s shiner under 
her bangs)

It’s never wrong to make a good 
first impression.

KITTY
I think you shouldn’t judge a book 
by its cover –– the first 
impression can be deceiving.

VICTORIA
Don’t be ridiculous –– you always 
judge a book by its cover. 

(MORE)
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Even if you don’t want to –– you 
judge everything and everybody by 
the first glimpse you catch –– 
instinctively –– and that 
determines the further outcomes.

A super-short beat –– Kitty takes in Victoria’s words, 
considering –– then …

KITTY
(burst out)

So, why doesn’t Mom like this 
world?

Another very short beat –– Victoria studies Kitty –– then…

VICTORIA
(pleased, but hides it)

You do like it, don’t you?

Another beat –– the two generations exchanging a look –– one 
weighing, one waiting …

KITTY
(hesitantly)

Maybe.
(then)

I think it’s strange. All those 
beings, but somehow ––

(considering her next 
words)

–– it feels right.

A hint of a smile on Victoria’s face.

VICTORIA
Your mom abandoned this world many, 
many years ago, but you don’t have 
to.

KITTY
Does Dad know about this world? 

Victoria nods.

KITTY (CONT’D)
Why didn’t he tell me?

VICTORIA
He promised Emilia not to tell you 
a word.

VICTORIA (CONT'D)
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KITTY
(realizing more for 
herself)

Instead he showed me in stories.

VICTORIA
Maybe? –– The only thing I know is 
that James always respected 
Emilia’s decision. 

KITTY
Do other humans know about this ––

(searching for the right 
word)

–– world?

Victoria shakes her head slightly.

VICTORIA
It never came to a good end, when 
they did –– so we decided to stay 
in the shadows. Sometimes the bald 
and gospel truth is too much, so 
you bend it and keep a little 
mystery around it.

Victoria smiles –– while her own words resonate … maybe this 
wasn’t the right decision –– then she looks at the door 
handle, putting her “dark” thoughts aside.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
And yes –– Armand has a taste of 
his own, but I’d really ask you to 
be polite and respectful. Without 
him you wouldn’t attend the C.O.G.

(reaching out for Kitty’s 
hand)

–– I promise from now on things 
will go fine –– for all of us.

Victoria loosens her grip and turns towards the door. 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
And now knock, please.

Kitty knocks.

A beat.

The door opens just a tiny crack – awkwardly silent.

A dark, warm voice.
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ARMAND (O.S.)
Please, come in!

Kitty, unsure.

VICTORIA
(whispering)

Open it!

Kitty cautiously pushes the door open –– just with her 
fingertips.

Her eyes widen as she looks into …

INT. MEDUSA’S HALLWAY – DAY

(Note: everything shot from a POV)

… the face of CARAVAGGIO’S MEDUSA. 

We are in the dark, glamorous hallway again –– this time we 
stand directly in front of the pedestal, holding the object 
of our desire –– a copper-shield, which shows the face of 
Medusa. (Note: her face corresponds exactly with Caravaggio’s 
work –– the only difference, the shield is made out of 
copper.) 

We reach out for the shield –– hesitating as the spare light 
gives it an awkward expression of vividness –– finally we 
take it from its pedestal.

INT. MEDUSA’S BATHROOM – DAY

Medusa’s eyes snap open –– the snakes, resting on Medusa’s 
naked shoulders, straighten up in a flash –– their adders 
tongues hissing –– Medusa screams in fury –– jumping out of 
the tub enraged –– the water erupts with her furious 
movement.

CUT TO:

INT. ARMAND’S OFFICE – DAY

Kitty –– her eyes wide as she looks into this completely 
BLACK ROOM –– illuminated by only TWO TABLE LAMPS on a BIG 
MING DESK, which stands in front of an even BIGGER BLACK 
MIRROR, nearly covering the whole wall behind, resting in a 
MASSIVE BLACK WOODEN FRAME. 
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(Note: In this room really everything is black, even the 
smallest detail - there are just differences in the use of 
materials, which may give you the impression of “different 
blacks” –– that’s it –– representing all stylistic eras, 
carefully composed to a picture of darkness, telling the 
story of a very long life.)

ARMAND (O.S.)
Welcome to the C.O.G.!

A BIZARRELY ELONGATED SHADOW wanders across the dimly lit 
room –– moving straight towards Kitty, coming across a DARK 
SPOT next to the desk. It’s still awkwardly silent –– there 
is not the slightest noise of any kind of movement or 
anything else. Kitty’s eyes are fixed on the shadow –– as it 
is swallowed by this dark spot.

A beat –– then –– a man peels himself out of the darkness, 
revealing his true face –– his black eyes shimmer at Kitty, 
while he still moves slowly closer.

Meet ARMAND –– WATCHMAN of the guardians and HEADMASTER of 
the C.O.G.. He’s the complete opposite of what you would 
expect from a headmaster –– gentle, frank, decent –– his well-
groomed appearance just underlines his otherworldly peculiar 
charm and his ageless aura, which makes it hard to properly 
estimate his age (which should be cast somewhere between mid 
40s - mid 50s).

Armand stops –– not too far from Kitty.

ARMAND (CONT’D)
Don’t be so shy and come in –– I 
won’t bite.

He RAISES his FOREFINGER SLIGHTLY, the WALL LIGHTS go on –– 
he is well aware of the fact that this must be new to Kitty 
–– observing her just from the corner of his eye.

Victoria steps into the room, like entering home.

Kitty follows her, looking around, trying to avoid direct eye 
contact with the headmaster –– obviously feeling a bit 
uneasy.

Armand studies Kitty intensely.

ARMAND (CONT’D)
Mens agitat molem –– don’t you 
think so?

Kitty, weighing her answer, finds herself looking up from the 
floor directly into Armand’s eyes.
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KITTY
(unsure)

Latin?

ARMAND
Yes, indeed.
(a beat – still eyeing Kitty) 
The mind moves the matter.

KITTY 
(a bit surprised –– trying 
to avoid Armand’s gaze)

Does it?

Armand DECENTLY WAVES his hand. The DOOR to his room CLOSES 
DECENTLY.

ARMAND
Yes, it does –– if you like so.

(pointing to the chairs in 
front of his desk)

Please, take a seat.

He smiles at Kitty –– then turns to Victoria.

Kitty walks over to the chairs –– not quite sure if it’s a 
good idea to take a seat … 

ARMAND (CONT’D)
(to Victoria)

So, here we are.

Victoria walks over to the desk.

VICTORIA
(firm)

Yes.

She leans against the edge of the desk, watching Armand with 
the attention of a cat, as he gets closer. 

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
And I may introduce Catherine 
Victoria Emilia Esmeralda Kathstone 
to you ––

Armand recognizes Victoria’s attention with the hint of a 
smile, coming at a stop directly in front of her –– so close 
that you may think that there must be more than friendship.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
(looking directly into 
Armand’s eyes)

(MORE)
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–– my granddaughter and one of your new 
students. 

ARMAND
(returning her look)

I’m delighted after all those years to 
welcome a member of the family Kathstone 
in these walls again. 

He reaches out for Victoria’s hand, turning her palm upside.

VICTORIA
I met Nora and she said you already 
clarified details ––
(a beat then breaking the spell/ 
firm again)
–– so it shouldn’t take too long. 
I’m a bit in a hurry.

Armand grabs into the pocket of his jacket –– still holding 
Victoria’s hand, unimpressed by her hurry –– instead savoring 
the moment, while pulling Victoria’s UNCUT EMERALD out of his 
pocket…

ARMAND
Concerning Nora –– your assumption 
is absolutely correct.

… letting the emerald slide into her hand –– his fingertips 
softly running over her palm, before he closes her fist 
around the stone.

ARMAND (CONT’D)
(nearly soft)

And I hope you found what you were 
looking for?

A beat –– they exchange a serious look –– as they know what 
they talk about …

TACK! TACK! TACK!(PRE-LAP)

INT. U.P.S. CORRIDOR – DAY

THREE PAIRS of BLACK LEATHER SHOES, one centered in front, 
the other two following, goose step down the corridor, 
determined.

CUT TO:

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
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INT. ARMAND’S OFFICE – DAY

Victoria looks straight into Armand’s eyes.(Note: Armand’s 
office – direct continuity.)

VICTORIA
(straightforward)

I’m not sure –– but I think we’ll 
soon find out if the rumors contain 
a grain of salt.

Armand walks behind his desk.

Victoria puts the chain around her neck –– still observing 
Armand with the attention of a cat. 

ARMAND
(nearly meditative)

Rumors –– nothing more than 
constructed realities –– some of us 
like to create them and then let 
them collide with other realities, 
just to see if they can win.

INT. U.P.S. CORRIDOR – DAY

The three pairs of shoes stop in front of a door. 

A REDDISH HAIRY FIST reaches out and knocks firmly.

The door opens.

CUT TO:

INT. ARMAND’S OFFICE – DAY

(Note: direct continuity)

Armand opens a desk drawer, grabbing a bottle of SCOTCH and 
TWO GLASSES. 

Victoria eyes are fixed on Armand.

He pours in some Scotch –– shoving one glass towards 
Victoria.

VICTORIA
What kind of realities do we speak 
of?

Victoria takes the glass, sipping, still glancing at Armand 
–– she knows by his face that there is more to come.
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ARMAND
I think it doesn’t come as a 
surprise that Noctus demands his 
veto –– he wants Kitty to be tested 
in front of the Council. 

INT. U.P.S. OFFICE – DAY

A TALL MAN in a tailor-made black suit stands turned away 
from us, looking at a NEOCLASSICIST PAINTING that covers 
nearly the whole wall, showing an EPIC WAR SCENERY only 
featuring MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES. His SILVER-GRAYISH LONG 
HAIR rests on his shoulders –– you can tell by his body 
tension that he is listening closely.

NOCTUS (O.S.)
(growling)

Medusa’s shield was stolen –– this 
time I demand consequences.

The tall man turns around –– before we can see his face, we 
cut to NOCTUS (mid – late 40s/ WEREWOLF) –– his face REDDISH 
like his HAIR and his BEARD –– a fact that just underlines 
the furiosity he radiates. His MOSS-GREEN EYES glow as he 
fixes his gaze on his opposite.

 CUT TO:

INT. ARMAND’S OFFICE – DAY

(Note: direct continuity)

Victoria –– taking in Armand’s last words –– her grip around 
the glass tightens –– then …

VICTORIA
(charged up)

This damn bastard!

She puts down her glass -– a bit too hard, pushing herself 
off from the edge of the desk.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
I knew it!

(the shortest of a beat)
When?

ARMAND
Now.
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VICTORIA
(incredulous)

Now?

Armand just nods.

VICTORIA (CONT’D)
And the Council agreed?

ARMAND
Ereshkigal agreed –– very well 
understanding, that this is the 
only way to silence Noctus.

(the shortest of a beat)
I know you don’t like the idea –– 
but I think she’s right.

(adding carefully)
And in the light of the ongoing 
thefts, your position as head of 
D.I.T.A. doesn’t really make things 
better.

Kitty watches the ongoing scene –– clueless and speechless.

A HIDDEN DOOR next to the big mirror opens –– Flammenbart 
sticks his head out, clearing his throat.

ARMAND (CONT’D)
(with the hint of a smile)

Flammenbart –– always on cue.

KITTY
(getting up; butting in)

Could anyone explain to me what the 
heck is going on? What I’m being 
tested on?

VICTORIA
(upset – about the fact, 
not about Kitty)

You will be tested, if you are a 
worthy candidate for the guardian 
training.

Flammenbart clears his throat again –– aiming to gain 
attention in this chaos –– finally succeeding –– then …

FLAMMENBART
(official announcement)

Ereshkigal awaits you. 
(a beat)

She asks watchman Armand, Miss 
Kathstone, and ––

(MORE)
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(grabs, muttering, a note from his 
pocket)
–– Catherine Victoria Emilia 
Esmeralda Kathstone to see her 
before the Councils meets.

Armand claps his hands.

ARMAND
(nearly frisky)

So here we go!
(pointing to the hidden 
door)

Ladies first!

Victoria grabs Kitty at her shoulders, fixing her gaze on 
her.

VICTORIA
Listen! You are only speaking when 
I nod –– just focus on what you 
are. And don’t forget –– you are a 
Kathstone! This is something nobody 
can take away from you.

A beat –– then Victoria turns and follows Flammenbart into 
the tunnel.

Kitty glances questioningly at Armand.

KITTY
Who is this Ereshkigal?

Armand smiles.

ARMAND
She’s the Sumerian queen of the 
underworld.

He signals Kitty to enter.

ARMAND (CONT’D)
And now just roll with the punches 
–– we don’t want her to wait.

Kitty steps into …

INT. TUNNEL – DAY

… the dark tunnel, followed by Armand. 

He closes the hidden door. 

FLAMMENBART (CONT'D)
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Just the DIM LIGHT of Flammenbart’s FLASHLIGHT is left, its 
dull glow on their faces.

FLAMMENBART
Everybody here?

(a beat)
Well then –– follow me. And if you 
don’t want to be captivated, you’ll 
keep your heads low.

KITTY
(muttering)

Seriously?

FLAMMENBART
(grumpy)

I don’t do jokes –– never.

Flammenbart goes ahead, followed by Victoria, Kitty and 
Armand –– all of them duck.

The CAMERA finds Flammenbart –– his face serious, nearly 
grim.

NARRATOR
It’s said everything starts in 
darkness –– with the darkness there 
comes the fear of the unknown, 
awaiting us and in exactly this 
moment we forget …

The CAMERA falls behind, landing on Victoria’s face –– she is 
completely focused on the path laying ahead her, ready to 
take up the fight –– a warrior by nature, marching on, no 
matter what comes her way.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
…that the darkness is nothing else 
than the absence of light. One 
cannot be defined without the other 
–– cannot exist.

The CAMERA falls behind further, meeting Kitty –– her gaze 
drifts from her grandmother into the darkness, that lies 
ahead –– trying to recognize something –– unsure what awaits 
her –– watching their own eerie shadows, fleeting across the 
wall, slowly morphing into outlandish, partly BIZARRE 
SHADOWS. (Note: shadows correspond with scene 2)

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
And indeed it is hard to walk the 
path of virtue in the darkness, as 
it is difficult to hold onto sins 
in the light.  
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The CAMERA moves on, again falling behind, landing on Armand. 
His face not telling a thing –– he seems to wait for the 
things to come –– balancing them, when they should be.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
But in the end it's not about the 
light or the darkness –– it is 
about the steady, balanced flow of 
things -– the equation.

Armand passes by the camera. We are left behind –– the group 
wanders into the distance, accompanied by the dim light, 
which slowly diminishes –– the eerily bizarre shadows still 
fleet across the wall, morphing into a grimace –– the little 
light at the end of the tunnel is devoured by darkness –– we 
just hear our own breath, our own heart beat –– one last 
slow, profound beat, as a dark shadow races toward us, 
screaming…

NARRATOR (CONT'D)
And to walk this path, it takes a 
brave heart.

… devouring everything –– BLACK.

A beat.

A KLONK! (PRE-LAP)

INT. BLACK/ PPF LAB – NIGHT

The atmosphere is underlined by a decent CLICKETY-CLACK of 
knitting needles.

NORA
Where are you? Come here!

A TAP, TAP.

NORA (CONT’D)
Come here –– be a good Eye and come 
to Mommy.

We hear something rolling –– then jumping, reminding in it’s 
rhythm of a happy dog.

NORA (CONT’D)
Time to go to bed.

Then a sucking SMATCH.
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NORMA AND HONORA
(in unison)

Stop dawdling, Nora!

NORMA
And don’t forget to turn of the 
lights!

A CLICK –– it’s even darker than dark.

A SIGH.

HONORA
Great –– I lost another stitch!

Nora, well aware of the fact that in some kind of way this 
was her fault, tries innocently to change the subject.

NORA
Did you realize the interferences?

NORMA
Yes, I did –– there is something 
dark lurking in the shadows, 
awaiting all of us.

We hear her, taking a DEEP PUFF –– EXHALING –– SOUND fades 
out. 
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